
 

Friends and Family Test Results 
 

Since 1st December 2014, Doctors Surgeries are being asked to take part in the 
'Friends and Family Test'.  To do this we conduct short surveys to find out how you 
feel about the services we provide. 
 

Results – February 2020 
 

 
 How likely are you to recommend the Practice to your Friends and Family?  
 
Extremely Likely 20 

Likely 12 

Neither Likely nor Unlikely 2 

Unlikely     0 

Extremely Unlikely     1 

Don’t Know     1 
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We would like to thank our patients for taking the time to contact us with their 

feedback, we are very keen to learn about your experiences. The results of this 

survey have been compiled into a report. This report is shared with the Partners & 

Senior Management Team for discussion at their next Service Planning meeting. At 

this meeting they reflect on patient’s feedback and improve services wherever 

possible. 

Here are some of the comments we received 

 
February 

I was fortunate to see Dr Smith the same day I rang. Extremely 
Likely 

February Specifically for asthma advice/care/ relief. Extremely 
Likely 

February Answer your phones and have routine appointments which are not emergency 
only. 

Extremely 
Likely 

February Service great. Dr very good. Receptionist should be friendlier and less sharp. 
And more parking or parking indicated as staff parking. 

Extremely 
Likely 

February Thank you to B on A Health Centre, in particular Dr .. who has been so very 
thoughtful and helpful in dealing with my aunt... Dr ... has phoned me 3 times 
re my aunt which I very much appreciate. My thanks also to Dr .... who is 
arranging for the District Nurse to ..... so that she [my aunt] does not have to 
make the trip down to the H.C..... So, again, my sincere thanks for excellent 
service from the H.C. 

Extremely 
Likely 

February Gemma was excellent. Kind, professional and pleasant. Extremely 
Likely 

February MJOG - Easy to book appointment online.  Efficient service and friendly staff Extremely 
Likely 

February MJOG - I always get an excellent service and I always feel that the staff really 
care about my health and wellbeing - always treated with respect I try to see Dr 
Wyatt for my appointments as I have been with her for 20 + years and 
understands me. 

Extremely 
Likely 

February MJOG - Dr very attentive and real wisdom in the way ahead. Thank you Extremely 
Likely 

February MJOG - Used DoctorLink for the very first time and Im impressed. The surgery 
rang me back the same day to arrange a GP telephone consultation within 
days and I now got a further appointment for treatment within days. Very happy 
with both speed of response and offer of effective treatment. Thank you. 

Extremely 
Likely 

February MJOG - The surgery has been fantastic with me so far Extremely 
Likely 



February MJOG - Quick and friendly staff Extremely 
Likely 

February  Quality and service is appropriate and to satisfactory quality. Yes the lighting 
could be improved. I suggest 2 or 3 long bars so there is a distribution of light.  
If possible suggest rehousing of 3 filing cabinets. It incites formality whereas 
the blue and green chairs incites informality/ non formality 

Likely 

February Punctual, dedicated and friendly Likely 

February Lovely Doctors and staff, telephone access problematic Likely 

February MJOG Once I met the doctor, she was very helpful and caring. However, the worry 
as to whether I would be able to get an appointment, is not conducive to patient 
welfare when one is sick. I probably should have tried to get an appointment before 
Monday instead of trying to treat myself. When one gets to a doctor, BOA offers a 
good service but I miss having a family doctor who knows me. 

Likely 

February Quick bloods appointment - on time and great demeanour of the nurse. Likely 

February Dr McPherson was very thorough and took the time to analyse and consider 
symptoms. Very professional. 

Likely 

February MJOG - I had a choice of surgeries which made it more convenient and the fact the 
surgery is open longer 

Likely 

February MJOG - Appointment was 50 mins later than booked MJOG - Appointment was 50 
mins later than booked 

Likely 

February There is no choice in BOA Neither 
Likely nor 
Unlikely 

February MJOG - The system to get an appointment is far from ideal. Other health centres 
seem to have easier systems for patients to negotiate. Why is the Bradford-on-
Avon one not better? 

Neither 
Likely nor 
Unlikely 

February MJOG - We weren't allowed to use it and had to drive into BOA!! Extremely 
Unlikely 

 


